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Dragonmania Competition Entry Rules
1st Prize - £1,000
4 Zone Prizes of £125
Dragonmania Entry Rules apply to all Dragonmania
Competitions:Anglers must be a member of an Angling Cymru affiliated
Club or an Angling Cymru Individual Member
Anglers can purchase a Day Membership at an additional
cost
All entries will be purchased online through our Clubmate
platform
Optional Pools of £20 to be paid in cash on the day
Cancellation - entry tickets will only be refunded if we can
replace the entry with another angler
We reserve the right to cancel any competition at any time
due to unforseen circumstances (e.g. adverse weather,
Covid restrictions or fishery reason such as fish spawning),
full refunds will be given in this situation
Any disputes must be made initially to the person in charge
of the competition, then followed up in writing within 48
hours of the competition ending.
Anglers must abide by the Angling Cymru Code of Conduct
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Dragonmania Shore Fishing Rules
Dragonmania Sea Fishing Rules apply to all Dragonmania Competitions:1. Hook sizes will be a minimum of 7mm gape
2. The use of sliders is prohibited, up to three hooks allowed, no floats
other than 1 floating bead per hook length (max 15mm bead). No feathers.
3. No limit to the number of rods set up with a running line and link.
4. Minimum size fish 15cm. Measure and release competition.
5. Angler with the longest overall length of fish caught will win, in the
event of a tie the angler with the greater number of fish will win.
6. All fish will be measured nose to tail.
7. All dogfish & eels will count as 25cm per fish.
8. Weavers will not count
7. All fish must go into a bucket of fresh sea water before the next cast,
failure to do so will result in those fish being disqualified.
8. Your peg must be left clean, rubbish removed and your peg returned at
the end of the match.
9. Anglers may go to the left or right to get their fish measured, fish must
be returned in front of the angler signing your card. Care must be taken
returning fish to the water, under no circumstances must a fish be thrown.
10. All competitors must be at the draw at the stated time. If you are
running late it is your responsibility to arrange for someone else to draw
your peg.
11. At the end of the match you must have your card underlined by the
adjacent angler and each fish must be individually signed for – NO
DITTOS ALLOWED. You are responsible to total and check this is correct.
Cards will only be checked in the event of a tie or close points.
12. Entry into the water is permitted to knee height (as per FIPS/Mer rules)
– no standing in the water to fish.
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